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Date of Execution:
May 4, 2000

Offender:
Tommy Ray Jackson #821

Last Statement:
Yes sir, I would like to address the Robinson family. There is nothing I can say here or
anything I could probably do. Now you are all probably mad at me and I would probably be
in the same situation you all in if anybody I thought killed anybody in my family ahh. If I
knew who killed Rosalyn I would let you know, but, I am going to say this: I am going to
heaven with God as my witness. Ros was a personal friend of mine. She was a beautiful
person, very educated, her. I'm very tight with the Robinson family. She was proud that she
had a father that was a doctor. My family is not here present and that is by my wish and my
wish only. Now the tables is turned. You are all here, the Robinson family is her to see me
executed. That is something that I would not want for my family. In no form or fashion
would I have ever want to see Rosalyn dead. I left the scene of where the incident
happened. I guarantee you if I would have been there you would not be standing where
you are if I would have been there. You all have some very serious look on your face and
something very serious fixin' to happen now. I will say this on my own behalf but then again
I know it is not going to make any difference but what you fixing to witness is not a nice
thing. It's not nice. It's not nice. The media. I would just like to address to the media with
everybody's permission. I would like to say before I go that it has been said that I have
shown no remorse, but if you look at my record and my background, ask anybody that
know me that in order for me to show any kind of remorse for killing that ever been done,
this one time I can't show no remorse for something that I did not do and if I did I would be
faking. I would totally be faking and believe me there is nothing fake about me. Nothing
fake. I've done wrong, sure, I've paid the time. This is one time that I know I cannot show
no remorse for something that I did not do. I am at peace, please believe me. Wherefore, I
figure that what I am dying for now is what I have done in my past. This is what I am dying
for. Not for killing Rosalyn. I don't know what ya'll call her but I call her Ros, I call her Ros.
That's it.
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